Introduction
The high complexity of modern VLSI circuitry has shown an increasing demand for synthesis tools. In the last few years synthesis based on AND/EXOR realizations has gained more and more interest [9] , because AND/EXOR realizations are very efficient for large classes of circuits, e.g., arithmetic circuits, error correcting circuits and circuits for tele-communication [15, 161 . For these classes EXOR-circuits derived from Reed-Muller Expressions need less gates for the representation of a Boolean function and drastically reduce the number of signals in the resulting network.
Additionally, EXOR-circuits have good testability properties [ll, 14, l] -at least if they are restricted to specific subclasses of AND/EXOR forms -and thus are well suited for design for testability.
The circuits can easily be mapped to Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [2], h w ere EXOR gates, e.g. in table- [19] , and are also applied for minimization of more general classes of AND/EXOR expressions [9] . For the minimization of FPRMs a good polarity for the variables has to be determined.
Several approaches for the minimization of FPRMs, i.e. finding the FPRM with the minimal number of terms, have been presented in the past few years [17, 13, 18, 61 . But the main disadvantage of all these approaches is that they are mainly based on a Gray-code enumeration of all possible solutions.
Thus, they all have exponential running time and are only applicable to functions with at most n = 15 variables (within reasonable time bounds We now discuss methods for the choice of an optimal polarity.
For this we introduce a problem specific data structure.
OFDD
In the following Ordered Functional Decision Diagrams (with mixed polarity variables) are defined. The core of the data structures is a Decision Diagram (DD), which is a directed acyclic graph with some additional properties.
Definition
1 A DD over X, := {zr, 52,. . . , z,,} is a rooted directed acyclic graph G = (V, E) with vertex set V containing two types of vertices, non-terminal and terminal vertices. A non-terminal vertex v is labeled with a variable from X,,, called the decision variable for v, and has exactly two successors denoted by low(v), high(v) E V. A terminal vertex v is labeled with a 0 or 1 and has no successors.
The size of a DD, denoted by lDD[, is given by its number of non-terminal nodes. If DDs are to be used as a data structure in design automation, it turns out that a restriction to ordered DDs is convenient: A DD is ordered, if the variable are encountered at most once and in the same order on each path in the DD from the root to a terminal vertex. (In the following letter 0 will be used to denote ordered DDs.) It is possible to define certain reductions on the decision diagrams in order to reduce their size. Two reduction types will be used in the following:
Type I: Delete a node v' whose label is identical to the label of another node v and whose successors are identical to the successors of v and redirect the edges pointing to v' to point to v.
Type D: Delete a node v whose successor high(v) points to the terminal 0 and connect the incoming edges of the deleted node to low(v).
A DD is reduced, if no reductions can be applied to the DD. Two DDs, Gr and Gs, are called equivalent, if Gs results from Gi by repeated applications of reductions and inverse reductions.
A DD G) is called the reduction of a DD Gr, if Gr and Gs are equivalent and Gz itself is reduced. Reductions can be computed in linear time [S] .
Until now it has not been defined how DDs can be related to Boolean functions.
To do this, the following notions are helpful.
All nodes labeled with the same variable are denoted as a level in the following. Let f : B" + B be a Boolean function over the variable set X,,. Then fzi denotes the cofactor ;f& with respect to xi = 0, defined by fzi(x) := 7 **, G-19 0, Xi+19 **I xn) for x = (21, x2,. . . ,z,) E B".
Similarly, f=; denotes the cofactor for x; = 1. (Notice that the functions fzi and fii can naturally be interpreted as Boolean functions from B"-' to B defined over the variables xl,. . ., xi-r, zi+rr.. ., zn.) Using the definitions above, the following decompositions can be proven for an arbitrary 
2.
If G consists of a single node labeled with 0 (l), then G is an OFDD for f = 0 (f = 1).
If G has a root v with label Zir then G is an OFDD for where f~ozll (~l (fh;gh(v) ) is the function represented by the OFDD rooted at low(v) (high(v)).
A node in an OFDD is called a positive Davio- In an OFDD a positive Davio or a negative Davio decomposition is carried out in each node. The reduction type D guarantees that a node is deleted, if the function represented at thii node is independant from the corresponding variable. In the following we consider the paths from the root of the OFDD to the terminal 1. They are called I-paths. Each l-path naturally defines a subset of the variables X,, that uniquely corresponds to a l-term in the FPRM. Thus, we obtain: Obviously, the construction of the FPRM from a given OFDD for a single output function has running time O(n -Itermsl), where ltermsl denotes the number of terms. The number of terms for the FPRM can easily be determined from the OFDD for a single output function by a simple depth-first-search algorithm that counts the number of l-paths. The algorithm has running time O(]G]).
(For multiple output functions see [6] .)
If an OFDD with fixed decompositions is given and the decomposition corresponding to one variable xi is to be changed from positive Davio to negative Davio or vice versa, this can be done efficiently in polynomial time by carrying out an EXOR-operation at each node labeled with xi (see the definition of positive, negative Davio decomposition and Theorem 1).
Symmetric Functions
Let f : B" + B be a totally defined Boolean function and X,, = {xl, .., x,} be the corresponding set of variables. The function f is said to be symmetric with respect to a set S C X,, if f remains invariant under all permutations of the variables in S. For completely specified functions the symmetry is an equivalence relation which partitions the set X,, into disjoint classes In the following we consider the problem of finding miniial FPRMs for totally symmetric functions. The results will also be applied to partially symmetric functions. it holds lfdl = lfd!I.
Proof: Let G be an OFDD for function f. Due to Subsection 2.3 an FPRM for f is a flattened form of the OFDD, i.e. we consider the l-paths in G. Since the FPRM does not depend on the variable ordering we can assume w.1.o.g. that xi and zj are adjacent variables.
Using Lemma 1 a straightforward computation shows that it does not influence the number of l-paths whether f is first decomposed by pD for xi and then by nD for xj or first by nD for xi and then by pD for Xj.
Cl
From the theorem we directly obtain: Corollary 1 There exist at most n + 1 FPRMs for a totally symmetric function that differ in size.
From the Corollary we know that it is sufficient in the following to only consider FPRMs for the set D with n + 1 DTLs:
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OFDDs and Symmetric Functions
Since we use OFDDs for the construction of the FPRMs and we aim at a polynomial algorithm for the minimization, we have to prove that an OFDD for a totally symmetric function has at most polynomial size in the number n of variables.
In the following we prove an upper bound for the size of the OFDDs for totally symmetric functions with DTLs as they will occur in our exact algorithm. 
Proof:
We first consider the case that d consists of only positive Davio-nodes, i.e. d = do. The underlying graph of the OFDD has a specific structure.
The following computation shows that for each node the right sub-graph of the left sub-graph and the left subgraph of the right sub-graph represent the same function, where xk (xl) denotes the first (second) decision variable:
Thus, the size of OFDDs with only positive Davionodes is O(n').
(Th e same argumentation holds for OFDDs with only negative Davio-nodes.) We now consider the case where the upper variables are decomposed by negative Davio-nodes, while the lower variables are decomposed by positive Davionodes. The assertion of the theorem then follows from the fact that the lowest level decomposed by negative Davio-nodes has at most n nodes and that the functions fi, and fz, $ fi, of a totally symmetric function f are totally symmetric. 
To transform an OFDD with DTL d' to an OFDD with DTL d'+' we have to perform an EXORoperation on the graph. From Theorem 4 we know that the OFDD with DTL $ has size O(n3).
Thus, we get the assertion by application of Theorem 1.
•I
Exact Algorithm
Using the results of this section we directly obtain an exact algorithm for minimization of totally symmetric functions.
We only have to consider FPRMs for the n + 1 DTLs in 2)
For this the algorithm proceed as follows:
It starts with an OFDD with only positive Davi+nodes and transforms it level by level to an OFDD with only negative Davio-nodes. 
Proof:
The running time of the algorithm is dominated by the transformation (see Theorem 5). Thus, we directly obtain the overall performance of the algorithm, since the transformation has to be carried out n times. The space requirement is O(n'), since this is the worst case during the transformation.
(The resulting OFDDs have at most size O(n3).) 0 Although the algorithm can only be estimated by a polynomial of high degree (due to the worst case behavior of the EXOR-operation) all experiments have shown that the algorithm is very fast and shows linear behavior with respect to the running time (see Section 5).
Application to Partially Symmetric Functions
In Section 3 a method for the minimization of totally symmetric functions has been presented. In this section we show that the results also help to minimize partially symmetric functions, i.e. functions with symmetry sets Si # X, for all i.
We consider the case that X,, is given as the disjoint union of k 2 1 symmetry sets, i.e. X, = Sic.. .tjSk. For each symmetry set Si we have to consider IS;1 + 1 cazes in the minimization algorithm due to Corollary 1.
Thus, the total number of FPRMs tot that has to be considered during the minimization of an arbitrary function is given by tot = fi([Sil + 1).
i=l For k = 1 we obtain a totally symmetric function and thus the result from Corollary 1. For k = n, i.e. the function has no symmetries, all 2" cases have to be considered.
Example
2 We consider an n-bit adder with 2n inputs. Due to the definition of an adder there exist n symmetry sets that all contain 2 elements. In Table  2 we compare the number of different FPRMs that have to be considered during the minimization with and without symmetries.
The table shows that using symmetries the number of cases that have to be considered can be reduced by a factor of more than 17 for a lo-bit adder.
As can easily be seen the results from Section 3 also help a lot in the case of partially symmetric functions.
Experimental Results
In this section we present experimental results that were carried out on the OFDD package presented in [5] on a Spare 1+ workstation.
We applied our minimization algorithm to several totally symmetric MCNC benchmarks with single output. The symmetry has been checked by verifying the property of Lemma 1 for all pairs of variables and using the transitivity of the symmetry. The results for some benchmarks in comparison to other FPRM minimizers (that do not consider symmetry) are shown in Figure 3 . MINGRM is an FPRM minimizer presented in [17] and CGRMIN has been presented in [13] . The running times for MINGRM and CGRMIN are taken from [13] and are given in CPU seconds on a Sequent S27 -two 386 processorsmachine. FDD is the FDD based minimizer from [6] . Sympathy denotes the symmetry approach presented in this paper. name denotes the name of the circuit. In the second row the number of inputs in is given. Row out nr. denotes the name of the output.
Obviously, our new approach is much faster for totally symmetric functions than aII methods previously published.
Since the best results for arbitrary functions have been obtained with the FDD based minimizer from [6] we compare Sympathy in the following only with this program.
In a second series of experiments we compared FDD to Sympathy on a larger set of totally symmetric single output functions.
The results are given in Figure 4 . A dash symbolizes that the algorithm took more than Finally we considered a parametrizized symmetric function.
We generated the threshold function thresh,-I,,, for various n, i.e. the function that outputs 1, if at least n -1 variables of the inputs are set. (Obviously this function is totally symmetric.) The results in comparison with the FDD minimizer from [6] are given in Figure 5 . Again a dash symbolizes that the algorithm took more than 10' CPU seconds. As can easily be seen Sympathy is also able to exactly minimize large functions in negligible time.
Conclusions
We have presented an OFDD based method to minimize FPRMs for totally symmetric functions in polynomial time. The algorithm has been implemented as the program Sympathy.
Sympathy is able to exactly minimize large functions in negligible running time. A generalization to partially symmetric functions has been investigated.
It is focus of current work to generalize this approach and to apply it to more general classes of AND/EXOR networks. The ideas presented can easily be incoperated in other methods for FPRM minimization like [13, 61. FPRM minimization can also be used for the minimization of more general AND/EXOR classes as it has been done in [9] for mixed-polarity AND/EXOR networks.
